Beyond Limitations

New 5 string addition to the Roadstar Bass Line. The low "B" string, a 4th below the regular low "E", adds deep, full bottom for today's contemporary bass sounds. A high "B" string is included with the RB885 for those who prefer an extended upper range. Careful neck design gives this bass exceptional playability in all ranges. Custom designed pickups, optimized for the broader 5 string range, provide a warm, even tone. Along with high ratio sealed machine heads and a 5 string bridge designed especially for this bass, these features add up to make the RB885 a truly unique instrument at a very reasonable price.

J65 PICKUP  Specially designed for the RB885, this low impedance pickup contains its own preamp and is electronically isolated from hum and noise. Clear, balanced tone is obtained in all registers, whether you choose the low "B" or high "B" string.

HEADSTOCK  A carefully chosen headstock angle assures proper tension on all strings. The 3 on the left / 2 on the right machine head configuration and small headstock size balance perfectly with the contoured body to make the RB885 comfortable even during long playing sessions.

BRIDGE  Designed for easy restringing and set-up, the RB885 bridge has a string to string spacing of 15mm to facilitate rapid right hand technique.

NECK AND BODY  Three piece laminated maple neck construction with ebony fingerboard for maximum rigidity and stability. Basswood body for perfect balance with neck and minimum overall weight.

BODY  BASSWOOD
NECK  MAPLE 3 PLY
FINGERBOARD  EBONY
MACHINE HEADS  SMOOTH TUNER B II
SCALE  34" (24 Frets)
PICKUPS  J65

CONTROLS  1 BALANCER, 1 VOLUME, 1 TONE
BRIDGE  RB885 SPECIAL
CONTROL KNOBS  TEK GRIP
HARDWARE  BLACK CHROME
FINISHES  PW(POLAR WHITE)
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